29th December 2015

Winter Floods
Tonight, a major storm designated "Frank" is due to cross onto the UK mainland from its birth place
in the Atlantic Ocean and is reported to be accompanied by hurricane winds with speeds of over
120 miles per hour that will cause widespread damage.
At the very least this will add major problems for the already beleaguered residents in Cumbria
and Yorkshire who have already suffered a great deal because of extensive multi-phase flooding
brought about by recent, frequent storms bringing rainfall which have already overwhelmed
the inadequate flood defences.
Cameron has clumsily tried to blame the problems on Global Warming, presumably trying to
appear politically correct, but the weather has not been that unusual or even that much different
from average.
Greater storms and rainfall have occurred before, which could in no way be attributed to Climate
Change or Global Warming (either contributed to or not by human activity), for example the Great
Storm in 1703.
This storm brought wind and rain and deluged central and southern England, resulting in the
deaths of up to 15,000 people, or the 1607 Bristol floods, or the storm of 1864 in Sheffield which
was responsible for 270 deaths and number of others (as detailed in the Daily Express and
Daily Telegraph reports of the 29th December, 2015).
When it comes to the real reason for the current flooding though and those floods that occurred
previously, on the Somerset Levels, were definitely man-made; resulting directly from interference
by the EU.
The UK were required to accept the European Water Framework Directive (EWF) in 2000
which prevented the dredging of British rivers and added to which was the requirement for the
rivers to be allowed to flow onto their natural floodplain.
(What the authorities won’t tell you about the floods December 26, 2015 Guest Post by Philip Walling
(https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2015/12/26/what-the-authorities-wont-tell-you-aboutthe-floods/))

So why won't our government, local authorities or most politicians, particularly on the left, tell us
the truth when it comes to the EU?
Mainly because they are complicit with the massive fraud that is the EU, and which is directed
against the UK and other populations within Europe and even further afield.
For example, if you refer to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office document FCO: 30/1048, in
which Ministers were advised by Civil Servants that:
"After entry (to EEC, 1972) there would be a major responsibility on HMG and on all political
parties not to exacerbate public concern by attributing unpopular measures or
unfavourable economic developments to the remote and unmanageable workings of the
Community." FCO:30/1048
That is why Cameron has to find another reason to explain the floods, he is simply not be allowed
to tell you the truth by orders of his (and our current) masters in Brussels (Berlin).

What is more pitiful though is that he will try to keep up the pretence even knowing that the floods
are likely to get much worse unless the rivers are dredged, but he daren't tell you that he can't go
against the dictates of the EU because of the Lisbon Treaty (2007), which gives the EU supremacy
over the Laws of the UK; he will just keep spending our hard earned taxes on futile flood defences.
So the people of Cumbria and Yorkshire need to come out of their flooded homes and force the
issue onto Cameron and other MP's / MEP's, and get them to tell the truth, and force them to
dredge the rivers to save their homes and livelihoods; in defiance of the EU.
We know how to manage our land and protect our wildlife we don't need faceless nobody's in
Brussels (Berlin) to give us advice or directions.
But the pretence and lies about how good the EU is for us has been required from the outset by
our successive governments, local authorities and all the political parties, including how much we
supposedly benefit by being part of the EU.
But it is all one big "confidence trick" because they all have to follow the Civil Service advice set
out in FCO: 30/1048 (which was kept secret from us until its release under the 30-year rule).
The EU was never meant to be of benefit to any nation state in the EU "Club", only of benefit to
the EU founders and their backers; the Bilderberg Group who were instrumental in the
establishment of the EU as far back as 1957.
What the British people and others in Europe believed, until recently, was that we were only in a
trading group in Europe (the EEC), but all along it was a systematic take-over of the nation states
of Europe by stealth, without the consent of their people and against their best interests; which has
continued apace under Merkel.
Greece has been the first nation state in the EU to have totally lost its sovereignty to the EU, initially
through economic strangulation and asset stripping and the final blow came about because of
mass migration which has resulted in Greece having to ask the EU to control its borders. Greece
no longer exists as an independent country in any sense of the word - who will be next?
Yanis Varoufakis gave some insight into the workings of the Eurogroup - the Eurozone
Finance Ministers under the control of Germany (Schauble). In an interview about the Greek
debt negotiations, given to the New Statesman on the 13th of July 2015. Following a request
by Varoufakis for a legal opinion related to the Eurogroup discussions, a legal expert
stated
“Well, the Eurogroup does not exist in law, there is no treaty which has convened this
group.”
"So, what we have is a non-existent group that has the greatest power to determine the
lives of Europeans. It’s not answerable to anyone, given it doesn’t exist in law; no minutes
are kept; and it’s confidential. So, no citizen ever knows what is said within. … These are
decisions of almost life and death, and no member has to answer to anybody." Yanis
Varoufakis referring to the Eurogroup in the New Statesman interview.
Nothing that the politicians tell you in favour of the EU or what is put out in the EU funded
media, including the BBC or other EU funded organisations can be relied upon - they are
required to always present the EU in a good light.
Whatever disasters the EU actually generates, or how bad their impact on the populations
of the Member States; our elected Representatives are required to conduct a widescale
programme of obfuscation and deception to protect the EU project at the UK’s expense, as
it is slowly subsumed.

Given that almost every aspect of life in the EU receives propaganda funding
from Brussels, this deception represents a systematic and coordinated attack against the
people of Britain, and other European nation states, by our politicians (and their European
counterparts) since at least the signing of the Treaty of Rome (1957).
We need to get out of the EU as soon as we can and take back control of our land, our
heritage, our lives and liberty; all of which are in mortal danger.
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